Abstract
Introduction
Classification Association Rule Mining (CARM) is based on the observation that a subset of the Association Rules (ARs) generated by Association Rule Mining (ARM) algorithms can effectively be used for the purpose of classification [2] . ARs [1] are rules of the form µ where and (Antecedent and Consequent) are disjoint subsets of a set of binary valued attributes defined by the input data set. In the case of Classification Rules (CRs) the variable is a unary subset of a set of classes defined with respect to the input data. The notation Ö and Ö will be used to indicate respectively the antecedent and consequent (class) of a rule Ö.
Once a classifier has been established (usually presented in the form of a list of rules), regardless of the methodology used to generate it, there are a number of proposed mechanisms for using the resulting classifier to classify unseen data. These can be itemised as follows (given a particular case):
1. Best Rule: Select the first "best" rule that satisfies the given case according to some ordering imposed on the rule listing. The ordering can be defined according to many different ordering schemes, including:
(a) CSA: Combinations of confidence, support and size of antecedent, with confidence being the most significant factor. Example CARM systems that use CSA ordering include CBA [7] , and (only during the early stages of processing) CMAR [6] ). (b) WRA: The weighted relative accuracy which reflects a number of rule "interestingness" measures as proposed in [5] . (c) Laplace Accuracy Laplace accuracy measures as used in PRM and CPAR [8] . (d) ¾ Testing: ¾ values as used, in part, in CMAR [6] .
An alternative to CSA, that has not been considered in the literature to date is to make use of the size of the antecedent as the most significant factor followed by confidence and support, i.e. ACS ordering.
2. Best Ã rules: Select the first best K rules that satisfy the given case and then select a rule according to some averaging process as used for example, in CPAR [8] . "Best" in this case is defined according to an imposed ordering of the form described in 1.
All rules:
Collect all rules in the classifier that satisfy the given case and then evaluate this collection to identify a class. One well known evaluation method in this category is Weighted ¾ (WCS) testing as used in CMAR [6] .
In this paper we compare the above satisfaction/ordering techniques which are described in some further detail in the following two Sections. The evaluation of the techniques is carried out using a number of sets of CRs, generated using the Apriori-TFPC CARM algorithm which is briefly reviewed in Section 4. The evaluation is discussed in detail in Section 5 and some conclusions offered in Section 6.
Rule Ordering
As noted in the introduction to this paper five different rule ordering strategies are considered here, four established strategies and one new strategy. Each is described in more detail in the following five sub-sections.
CSA ordering
The confidence-Support framework remains very common amongst current ARM algorithms. Given a CR, Ö, the support for Ö (×ÙÔ´Öµ) is the proportion of occurrences of the set Ö Ö in the input data compared to the number of records in the input. 
Given that confidence values are normally calculated as real numbers it is unusual to have CRs with identical confidence values other than in the case of "100% confidence rules". Where 100% rules are found the associated supported value "comes into play". The size of the antecedent is seldom used in CSA ordering.
It should be noted that CARM algorithms that use the support/confidence framework, usually also make use of user defined minimum support/confidence threshold values during the CR generation process. Consequently rules contained in the final classifier will be such that 
Weighted Relative Accuracy (WRA)
The use of WRA (Weighted Relative Accuracy) was proposed in [5] as a unifying mechanism for determining CR expected accuracy. The idea is that the WRA measure is a synthesis of a number of rule "interestingness" measures. The WRA for a rule Ö is calculated using the identity The term "relative" is used in the sense that the support for a rule is compared with its expected support -a concept not dissimilar to the idea under-pinning ¾ testing. A negative relative accuracy indicates that the accuracy associated with Ö is less than the fixed rule ØÖÙ µ . So that rules with a low "generality" (i.e. a low ×ÙÔ´Ö µ value) are not given a high accuracy measure the support value for the rule antecedent is used to weight the relative accuracy:
Laplace Accuracy
The Laplace expected accuracy estimate, given a rule Ö, is defined in [8] as follows:
where is the number of classes. Note that in this case support is defined as the actual number of records (in the training or test set) that contain Ö Ö or Ö .
¾ Testing
¾ testing is a well known statistical technique used to determine whether two variables are independent of one another by comparing a set of observed values (Ç) against a set of expected values ( ) -values that would be expected if there were no association between the variables. A ¾ value is calculate using the identity:
where Ò is the number of observed/expected values (this is always in the case of CARM). If the result is above a given critical threshold value then it can be said that a relationship between the variables exists, otherwise there is no relationship. For CMAR a critical threshold value of ¿ ½ was used (this value has also been used in this paper).
ACS or Specificity ordering
In this paper it is proposed that a good alternative ordering to CSA (as described above) is ACS ordering (size of Antecedent, Confidence and Support) which is defined in a similar manner to CSA (see above) but with size of antecedent placed first. The intuition behind this ordering is that more specific rules should be "triggered" before more general rules are attempted. For example we may have a classifier, ordered using CSA, comprising two rules as follows:
Given a case this would be classified, using "best first" case satisfaction, as belonging to class Ý when intuitively class Ü would be more likely to be the correct class. ACS ordering thus ensures that specific rules have a higher precedence than more general rules so that in the above example the class Ü would be returned. It should be noted, however, that for ACS to work well a high confidence threshold value should be used. An appropriate mechanism to prevent overfitting must also be incorporated.
In the introduction to this paper three alternative case/record classification mechanisms were identified. Two of these, "best k" and " ¾ testing" are briefly discussed below so as to provide some necessary further detail ("best first" has the obvious interpretation).
Best Ã Testing
The intuition behind "best testing" is that 'one cannot expect that any single rule can perfectly predict the class label for every example satisfying its body' [8] . Given a case Ò to be classified the best Ã approach is as follows:
(1) obtain all rules that satisfy Ò; (2) keep only best Ã rules for each class, or all rules if there are less than Ã rules for a particular class; (3) for each group determine some average expected value to be maximised (e.g. confidence, size of antecedent, Laplace accuracy, ¾ value); (4) Select the class associated with the best average. In [8] a value of was suggested as an appropriate value for Ã.
Weighted ¾ Testing
Weighted ¾ Testing is used in a number of CARM algorithms, such as CMAR [6] , to classify data by considering entire groups of rules that satisfy a given case. With respect to CMAR, given a case Ò to be classified, the procedure commences by first collecting all rules that satisfy Ò. Then if the consequents of all rules are identical, or only one rule is found, classify case according to the consequents; otherwise group rules according to class and determine the combined effect of the rules in each group (the class associated with the "strongest group" is then selected). The strength of a group is calculate using the WCS (Weighted Squared) value. The class associated with the group of rules with the highest WCS value is then selected as the class to be allocated to the case.
Apriori-TFPC
The Apriori-TFPC classification rule generation algorithm is founded on the Apriori-TFP (Total From Partial) ARM algorithm [4] 1 . This algorithm generates frequent sets that are placed as nodes in a set enumeration tree. To evaluate the above approaches a number of variations of the algorithm were created, each reflecting one of the identified approaches.
Uniquely, in Apriori-TFPC CRs are generated as part of the "frequent set identification process". As the tree is developed nodes in branches whose root represents a classifier are tested for their appropriateness as classification rules using a confidence threshold (to evaluate the different techniques considered in this paper this can equally well be achieved using a ¾ threshold, Laplace accuracy or a WRA measure). If a node represents a suitable CR, the rule is placed in a list and the node not processed any further. Nodes are also pruned during the generation process according to a user supplied support threshold. This tree pruning is intended to prevent overfitting.
The different ordering and case satisfaction techniques considered in this paper can be combined into eleven different variations of Apriori-TFPC (see Table 1 ). With respect to ACS ordering, note that tree pruning is still carried out according to confidence. In the case of experiments using "best K" techniques Ã was set to .
Evaluation
Experiments were conducted using a range of data sets taken from the the UCI Machine Learning Repository [3] . The chosen datasets were discretized using the LUCS-KDD DN software 2 , where appropriate continuous attributes were ranged using five sub-ranges. The experiments were run on a 1.2 GHz Intel Celeron CPU with 512 Mbyte of RAM running under Red Hat Linux 7.3.
The first set of evaluations undertaken used a confidence threshold value of ¼% and a support threshold value of ½% (as used in the published evaluations of CMAR [6] and CBA [7] ). The results are presented in Table 1 where the best accuracy obtained for each of the data sets is highlighted in bold print. The row labels describe the key characteristics of each data set: for example, the label ÙÐØ ½¿½ AE ¾ ¾ denotes the "adult" data set, which includes 48842 records in 2 classes, with attributes that for the experiments described here have been discretised into 131 binary categories.
It should be noted that the datasets were rearranged so that occurences of classes were distributed evenly throughout the datasets. This then allowed the datasets to be divided in half with the first half used as the training set and the second half as the test set. Although a "better" accuracy figure might have been obtained using Ten-Cross Validation, it is the relative accuracy that is of interest here and not the absolute accuracy.
From Table 1 it can be seen that with a ¼% confidence threshold the proposed ACS ordering worked reasonably well but not as well as was hoped. It is surmised that this is probably because many specific rules with relatively low confidence were given a high precedence over higher confidence but more general rules. The last four columns of Table 1 show the results of a further set of experiments conducted using a confidence threshold of %. In this case best results were obtained using "best first" and ACS. ACS with "best first" also produces the greatest number of best accuracies (10 out of 22). The experiment also illustrated that by reducing the overall number of rules (by increasing the confidence requirement) the "best Ã" approach deteriorated. 
Conclusion
In this paper a number of alternative rule ordering and case satisfaction strategies have been considered. Four established ordering strategies were examined. In addition the authors proposed a fifth strategy, ACS, where more specific rules are given a higher precedence than less specific rules (but using confidence as the most significant factor for tree pruning during the generation process).
The principal findings of the evaluation are as follows: (1) there is no overall best ordering suited to all the data sets used in the experiments, (2) the "best first" case satisfaction mechanism works better than "best " in all the data sets tested, (3) ACS ordering produces the best result provided that a relatively high confidence threshold is used (a threshold of % is suggested), (4) for lower confidence thresholds ( ¼% to %) CSA and Laplace ordering coupled with a "best first" case satisfaction produced good results.
